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Text: English

Susan Kroll has worked in Bosnia as a member of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in

Europe and for Conflict Resolution Catalysts.

Most books and dictionaries out there are for Serbian, Croatian, or the combined Serbo-Croatian.

But this one gives you specifically Bosnian and its dialect inside Bosnia.

Very accurate. Bought it for a friend and was amazed at how correct it was. Very nice.

This dictionary is poorly edited (with numerous typos), incomplete (random information that does not

reflect the needs of a basic speaker) and, in parts, embarrassingly childish (the introduction

suggests, among other bizarre comments, that Bosnian may be too difficult to bother to learn well?

).Although it is difficult to find detailed Bosnian dictionaries, older English/Serbo-Croatian variants

are still quite relevant (the nuances for advanced usage notwithstanding) and the English/Bosnian



dictionary from Nikolina S. Uzicanin is a SIGNIFICANTLY better purchase (for a pocket-sized book)

than this one.

If Bosnian is a language then I speak the following languages-croatian, slovenian, bosnian,

montenegrian, macedonian, american, canadian, irish, scotish, welsh, ausi, n zeland, jamaican, For

a language to be stand alone its grammar must be unique and from what lang does this so called

bosnian come from? Enough said.

I can't understand how this work got published. In addition to the numerous typos (autobuski stanica

instead of autobuska stanica etc) the phrases are terribly translated and in some cases will get you

laughed at.This work is in dire need of editing by someone who actually has a good grasp of the

Bosnian language. Otherwise it is a waste of one's hard earned money.

This book is a decent introduction into Bosnian language, which is one of the South Slavic

languages. Sometimes the author is out of touch with some recent development in the language,

but the overall impression of the dictionary is very good. This book is a useful tool for a beginner or

a traveler.

I don't understand why the author would identify this book as "Bosnian" when there doesn't seem to

be much effort to include words specific to the region. It might as well be called "Very Basic

Serbo-Croatian".
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